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For twenty-five years, Alice Waters and her friends at Chez Panisse in Berkeley, California have

dedicated themselves to the ideal of serving the finest, freshest foods with simplicity and style. From

tender baby asparagus in early spring, to the colorful spectrum of peppers at the height of summer;

crisp, leafy chicories in autumn, to sweet butternut squash in the dark of winter, much of the

inspiration about what to put on the menu comes from the high quality produce Waters and her

chefs seek out year-round. Using the treasures from the earth, Chez Panisse Vegetables offers

endless possibilities for any occasion. Try Grilled Radicchio Risotto with Balsamic Vinegar at your

next dinner party, or Pizza with Red and Yellow Peppers for a summer evening at home. Why not

forgo green-leaf lettuce, and opt for Artichoke and Grapefruit Salad drizzled with extra-virgin olive

oil? Or serve Corn Cakes with fresh berries for breakfast instead of cereal? Throughout Vegetables,

Waters shares her energy and enthusiasm for what she describes as "living foods." When she first

began in the restaurant business, the selection of good-quality vegetables was so limited that she

found herself searching out farmers with whom she might do business. Luckily, today's explosion of

markets and organic farms across the country ensures that any home cook can find freshly

harvested produce to put on the table. And with the increased popularity of home gardening, more

and more people are taking their vegetables straight from the earth and into the kitchen. Cooks,

gardeners, vegetarians and everyone who appreciates good food will find Chez Panisse Vegetables

to be not only a cookbook, but a valuable resource for selecting and serving fine produce. From

popular vegetables like corn, tomatoes and carrots, to more unusual selections like chard, amaranth

greens and sorrel, Vegetables offers detailed information about the seasonal availability, proper

look, flavor and preparation of each selection. Arranged alphabetically by vegetable, and filled with

colorful linocut images, Chez Panisse Vegetables makes it easy for a cook to find a tempting recipe

for whatever he or she has brought home from the market.
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This book is a comprehensive resource that tells you how to select, store, and prep your

vegetables. So just to demystify your farmers market, this book is an essential. However, in terms of

recipes, it does fall short, treating vegetables only as soups or sides for the most part. Also if you

*are* vegetarian, many recipes call for anchovies, bacon, chicken stock etc. If I had to pick between

this and Deborah Madison's "Local Flavors: Cooking and Eating from America's Farmers' Markets" I

would pick the latter since that offers more main dish recipes, and covers all farm market produce,

fruits, vegetables, and non-vegetarian stuff too, while keeping recipes involving vegetables

vegetarian. And Deborah Madison also instructs you on how to prepare more exotic veg.Despite the

cons it is a fascinating read, and its nice that it does not assume you are already a "cook"

The title -"Vegetables"- says it all. This book is a wonderful choice to learn how to store, select and

prepare individual vegetables in a variety of recipes which enhance that vegetable. Beautifully

illustrated, it is organized alphabetically by vegetable. If you looking for more complete meals or

information about vegetarian eating you will be disappointed -- the recipes are best used as side

dishes for seasonal produce. For the money, I recommend Deborah Madison's "Vegetarian Cooking

for Everyone", I use it all the time, and I'm not a strict vegetarian.

If you love to cook, and you love vegetables, you need this cookbook. It includes all of the details

that so many other cookbooks leave out -- how to tell the good from the bad with every vegetable

out there, when to buy each one for optimal flavor, how to store them before you use them, and

exactly how to treat them in your recipes.The recipes themselves range from simple and elegant to

involved and indulgent -- there are enough of them that I always find something exciting to cook,

regardless of how much effort I want to put into my meal on that particular day.Truly the best thing

about this book is that it always inspires me to try new vegetables or to cook old staples in new

ways -- since Alice Waters covers all of the details, she completely demystifies any foods that you



might not otherwise want to try cooking. If you love to cook, you'll love this book.

Do you find yourself gazing at kale while filling your basket with broccoli and carrots? Then this is

the book for you! Be bold in a farmers market, buy the kale or any other unfamiliar vegetable and

cook it with confidence! This book tells you all about a vegetable, when it is in season, what to do

with it in general and in various stages of "ripeness" and gives you recipies to try it in. A wonderful

cooking encyclopedia of vegetables.

Although this book is filled with wonderful information on vegetables and their proper preparation,

has there ever been a book with a lower recipe-to-text ratio? Even if you enjoy Alice Waters'

predictable discussions of eating what's locally available (has she ever had anything else to say?),

you might want more actual recipes before plunking down the price of this tome.

I love this book. Much of what it describes seems so intuitive when you're finished: buy it locally,

cook it simply, and enjoy it when it's in season. And there's NOTHING in this cookbook that isn't a

breeze to cook. She's got her finger on it with quantities like a "splash of water," or " a good handful"

of parsley, because that's how real cooks cook. I have made about 40 of the recipes out of this

book, and there isn't one that I wouldn't make again. My only carp? I wish there were more recipes

Vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike will appreciate Waters' practical approach to learning about,

selecting, and cooking with vegetables of all kinds. Chapters are arranged alphabetically by

vegetable and include exquisitely colored line-cut illustrations. Recipes in each chapter move from

the simple to the more complex, making the book an excellent choice for beginning and advanced

cooks alike. And, of course, the dishes are delicious. A "desert island" cookbook for sure.

I bought this book right before Thanksgiving. It IS great. The recipes are well written and the

drawings add a playful touch. But the best is the pumpkin soup recipe. It's so easy to make. I made

it for my family and all you could hear were the spoons clinking against the bottom of the bowl, and

everyone asked for seconds. It was more of a hit than the turkey.
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